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Our analysts deliver differentiated market insights,
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Delivers deeper, sharpened analysis Delivers truly differentiated perspectives
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that challenge conventional wisdom
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Stay up to date with the most relevant #themes across markets and asset classes.
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#investmentsciences

#benchmarkreform

Data Science

Integrated ESG Research

Barclays’ Data and Investment Sciences teams use
alternative data, machine learning, and advanced
empirical methods to provide institutional clients
with next level insights and actionable ideas.

As investors align investments with Environment, Social &
Governance (ESG) considerations, Barclays Research is
systematically integrating ESG into our research across asset
classes, with a focus on materiality and forward-looking indicators.

Premier Events

485

Barclays Research hosts approximately

Premier Events each year across asset classes

The Flip Side
This podcast series features lively debates between
Barclays’ Research analysts on important topics
facing economies and businesses around the globe.
BARCLAYS RESEARCH

The Flip Side podcast: Is the US ready for a carbon tax?
Will COVID-19 pills be a game changer for the economy?
Subscribe to The Flip Side
podcast series on:
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More good than bad

Equity
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We are still positive on the global recovery, despite a steady
drumbeat of negative news. We remain overweight risk assets
over core fixed income.
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Mission Possible: How Synbio
Can Drive Sustainability
& Disrupt Manufacturing

2021

Synthetic biology is underpinning some of the biggest
manufacturing disruptions across sectors, and yet its role
could be flying under the radar of investors.

25 May 2021
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Foreword
We enter 2022 in an optimistic frame of mind, given a US rebound from the Q3 slowdown,
continued central bank credibility on medium-term inflation, and further progress on tackling
COVID.

For full list of authors, see page 2.
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Growth is likely to be strong in 2022, with advanced economies leading the way as China slows
considerably. Inflation should gradually decelerate and longer bond yields stay anchored. A
positive surprise may come from medical treatments that end COVID’s pandemic phase and
allow a full reopening.
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Equity Gilt Study

Global Outlook

Collaborative Research

Now in its 66th year, the Equity Gilt Study
provides multi-disciplinary commentary
on longer-term market trends, analyzing
asset returns across different markets
and geographies.

Published quarterly, the Global Outlook
provides an assessment of macro themes
across all major economies and outlines
their likely implications for global
financial markets.

Our Signature Research delivers truly
differentiated perspectives that
challenge conventional wisdom.
These are collaborative efforts across
US and European Research.
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Impact Series

Impact Series

This series of in-depth reports explores the social impact
of economic, demographic and disruptive changes
affecting markets, sectors and society at large.

Oil in 3D: the demand
outlook to 2050
Barclays investigates the world’s continued reliance
on oil in the next few decades, and considers
consumption in three potential scenarios

Barclays Live
The client-facing web portal of Barclays Research franchise consistently voted #1 in
Web-Based Analytical Tools by Institutional Investor All-America from 2008 to 2018.

Watchlist

You Might Like

Work seamlessly on your phone,
tablet and desktop

Customized research and
charts in your tiles

Suggested research and
personalized reading lists

Analytics

Markets

Multimedia

Relative value analysis, yield curves,
historical market data, and
quantitative models

Monitor market data
across asset classes

Infographics, reports
and videos
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Barclays Live App

Macro Research
An integrated offering across economics, rates, FX, commodities, and public policy
combining short-term daily commentary with long-term thematic ideas across
developed and emerging economies.
Flagship Publications

Research #themes

Global Economics Weekly

Global Rates Weekly

#virus

Emerging Markets Weekly

Global Outlook

#vaccine

FX and EM Macro Strategy

Thoughts for the Week Ahead

#ReformingEU
#PricePressures
#DigitalMoney

Analysts

60+

economists, rates, FX and commodities strategists
form the backbone of the Barclays global macro franchise.

#UKspendtrends
#chinadebt
#RateRisk

Premier Events
MOST POPULAR EVENTS

121

Regulatory Policy Update
with Barclays Government Relations

Discussion with BanRep Governor,
ECOPET CFO and Moody’s analysts

Mexico Series: Mexico and Pemex
2021 Challenges

Rising rates: The impact on the bank capital

Europe: Together but Apart

Interest Rate Volatility:
Cause and Effect for Credit Markets

Macro
Events
Jan 2021 – Dec 2021

Conference Calls and Research Marketing
We offer quarterly Global Outlook calls and timely updates on major themes and developments impacting markets.
Clients can also subscribe to receive our latest market insights, differentiated research, new products and analytics.

MACRO RESEARCH

Macro Research

Economics

Emerging Markets

Commodities

Interest Rates

Foreign Exchange

Public Policy
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Barclays Live
Sales and support teams provide
24-hour assistance, personalized
tutorials, group teach-ins and email
updates on how to use Barclays Live
to monitor and analyse the Interest
Rates, FX, Inflation-Linked,
and Securitized Products markets.

Chart
Keyword: chart
Access multi-currency curves
and historical charts across
financial markets for pre-trade
relative value analysis.

VolT Keyword: volt

Identify opportunities and themes in FX volatility and
perform complex analysis across multiple asset classes.

Analyze foreign exchange trade volume and positioning trends.

Market Matrix Reports Keyword: marketmatrix

Inflation-Linked Toolkit Keyword: inflation

Isolate richness and cheapness across products
and view historical pricing in one click

Monitor inflation-linked analytics through our suite
of calculators and curve/charting tools.

For more information, please contact Barclays Research Services: researchservices@barclays.com | 5
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OASIS Keyword: oasis

Credit Research
Offering strategy and fundamental research with thematic views, trade ideas
and Premier Events across a wide range of credit products and geographies.
Flagship Publications

Research #themes

Our suite of daily, weekly, bi-weekly, and quarterly publications
provides thematic research and trade ideas.
European Credit Alpha

Barclays Tuesday Credit Call

U.S. Credit Alpha

CDS Index Positioning

CDS Index Option Dashboard

Daily Research Summary

AAA Investor

Emerging Markets Weekly

Global Credit Outlook

EM Corporate Credit Top Picks

US High Yield: Best Ideas:
Loans, Bonds & CDS

US Investment Grade Research:
Top Catalyst Ideas

Analyst Coverage (as of 3 December 2021)

83

credit analysts and strategists cover

US: 446 (48.8%)

914

Asia: 76 (8.3%)
LatAm + EEMEA: 82 (9.0%)

Sovereigns:
44 (4.8%)

#ESGTransition
#virus
#vaccine
#EnergyRevolution
#Price Pressures
#RisingStars
#ClimateChanges
#retailtippingpoint

issuers globally

Europe:
266 (29.1%)

Premier Events
MOST POPULAR EVENTS

Federal Lands: What the Moratorium
Means; Update with Katie Bays of Fiscal
Note Markets
China Property Outlook 2021
Barclays View on No Surprise Act IFR II

Chile and Codelco Outlook:
Discussion with Moody’s analysts
Muni Focus: Texas Freeze
Red Hot Rental Summer:
Discussion with Barclays Analysts
on Avis / Hertz

214
Credit
Events
Jan 2021 – Dec 2021

CREDIT RESEARCH

Credit Research

High Grade

EM Corporate

Derivatives

High Yield

Municipals

Sovereigns
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Credit Strategy
We cover hybrid capital, loans, CLO, EM corporate, cross-currency relative value, derivatives
and select securitized products across investment grade and high yield.

Credit Analytic Tools
Full suite of credit analytic tools including charting tools, calculators, market monitors and screeners
Chart Keyword: chart
Access multi-currency
relative value curves and historical
time series across financial markets
for pre-trade analysis.

Keyword: BST

Credit Center Keyword: cc

Bond Screening Tool

Access all relevant analytics and research across
a single issuer and its sector peers in one application.

Multi-input bond screener for easy identification
of the bonds fitting your customized criteria.

Barclays Live Updates and Conference Calls
Research Marketing provides conference calls and updates on topical credit themes, initiations,
differentiated reports, new products and relevant analytics.
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Sales and support teams provide 24-hour assistance, personalized tutorials, group teach-ins
and email updates on how to use Barclays Live to monitor and analyse the credit markets.

Equity Research
Event analysis and deep dives into stock ideas and sector themes spanning
more than 1,700 companies under coverage across the Americas and Europe.
Our Product Mix
Transatlantic
Collaboration

Sustainable
& Thematic

Equity Strategy
FOCUS

UK Mid &
Small Cap

FOCUS

CORE

Equity Research

Special Report

18 October 2021

6 October 2021

Equity Research
12 October 2021

Equity Research

Equity Research

29 September 2021

Retail | UK Mid & Small Cap Leisure/Consumer
11 November 2021

Equity Strategy – Who Owns What

Neste

Global Software

Opportunity to go long

Potential for greater ESG investment - It it our impression that many ESG-dedicated funds are
unable to own Neste due to its oil products business, the scope 3 emissions from refining, the
skewed picture this creates on renewable revenues as well as the palm oil the company still
uses for renewable diesel. However, as Neste grows its renewable products capacity,
restructures the refinery and shifts its feedstock slate to 100% waste from 2023, we expect the
stock to become more ESG-friendly.

Unchanged
U.S. Emerging Technologies

POSITIVE

European Integrated Oil &
Refining

Unchanged

Price Target

EUR 75.00

Price (08-Oct-21)

EUR 47.63
+57.5%

U.S. Software

POSITIVE
Unchanged

Unchanged

Potential Upside/Downside
Market Cap (EUR mn)
Shares Outstanding (mn)
Free Float (%)
52 Wk Avg Daily Volume (mn)
Dividend Yield (%)
Return on Equity TTM (%)
Current BVPS (EUR)

36638
769.21
60.09
1.0
1.63
19.39
7.86

Source: Bloomberg

Price Performance
52 Week range

Exchange-HEX
EUR 64.74-43.33

The global software sector has largely avoided the ESG spotlight that in recent years
has been shone on industries that present more obvious environmental and social
challenges. Approaches to ESG such as negative screening have often considered
software as beyond reproach, leading to a notion that the topic is simply less relevant
to the space. Having analysed the sector from an integrated ESG perspective,
however, where we have embedded material ESG factors into our fundamental stock
analysis, we conclude the opposite. Dig deeper and it becomes clear that ESG
considerations can form the critical risk factors in the investment cases of global
software companies: the application software provider so dominant it becomes at
risk of regulatory breakup; the disproportionate influence of a founder on a business
in need of strategic reset or the negative spiral of a demotivated employee base.
Equally, the look-through nature of software to a multitude of end markets, while
creating complexity in ESG factor assessment, can also position software as an
enabler of ESG objectives within the customer base and drive outsized demand: the
collaboration software provider replacing physical meetings or the computer-aided
design vendor facilitating emission reductions in its customers’ end markets.
In this note, we embed ESG analysis into our coverage of global software, defining a
materiality matrix of 11 key ESG factors with the potential to impact the earnings or
valuation outlooks, examining these issues in detail and providing case studies of
historical impacts. We map these factors to our listed coverage, providing ~60 company
ESG profiles across our European, US and Israeli coverage. The motivation and diversity
of a workforce, while not easy to measure, is for us the standout factor of highest
materiality. We also highlight: process automation disrupting labour markets; ensuring
uptime of mission-critical applications; protection of customer data and potential abuse
of market position. Overall, the software sector is well advanced in its adoption of ESG
strategies and most companies have ambitious targets; however, closer consideration of
broader ESG factors is crucial in identifying situations where, for example, companies are
prioritising near-term earnings at the expense of long-term value and sustainability.

Source: IDC
Link to Barclays Live for interactive charting

European Integrated Oil & Refining
Joshua Stone
+44 (0)20 3134 6694
joshua.stone@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

Barclays Capital Inc. and/or one of its affiliates does and seeks to do business with companies
covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the firm may have a
conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors should consider this
report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.

European Software & IT Services

NEUTRAL

Unchanged

Unchanged

Shares screen cheaply versus the right peer group: We see the oils as a very poor peer group
and instead see a better comparison in a list of ‘energy transition’ stocks. On this basis, we find
Neste trades at an average 10-15% discount on EV/EBITDA from 2023.
Catalysts are positively skewed: We expect the company to beat renewable diesel margin
estimates at 3Q and point towards an above-consensus environment for 4Q. Separately, Neste
will sanction its next facility at Rotterdam in 2022, start-up its Singapore & Rotterdam SAF
facilities in 2023 while mandates for 2G biofuels continue to increase in the background.

INDUSTRY UPDATE

NEUTRAL

OVERWEIGHT

Ramachandra Kamath
+91 (0)22 61752308
ramchandra.kamath@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

European Software & IT Services
James Goodman
+44 (0)20 3134 1038
james.goodman@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

U.S. Software
Raimo Lenschow, CFA
+1 212 526 2712
raimo.lenschow@barclays.com
BCI, US
Saket Kalia, CFA
+1 212 526 8465
saket.kalia@barclays.com
BCI, US

Hawkish policy shift brings duration risk

MACRO STRATEGY

‘TINA’ has continued to feed the bid to equities despite more cautious MFs and retail investors in
Q3. But as more central banks turn hawkish, the ‘lower for longer’ narrative, which is central to the
‘goldilocks’ mind-set, is being challenged. Given how crowded long-duration trades still are
across asset classes, rising policy and inflation risk may bring higher volatility down the road.
While excess liquidity won’t dry up quickly and earnings give equities a hedge vs. bonds, recent
re-grossing by systematic strategies raises pullback risk if it reverses. As the direction of travel
is towards tighter policy, we believe the latest (painful) rotation in market internals may have legs
as investors are not positioned. We reiterate our caution on long-duration plays (Tech/defensive
growth) and our preference for Value (Banks/Energy). We are selective on Cyclicals, preferring
Discretionary and ‘reopening’ plays to Industrials and Materials given China risk.

European Equity Strategy
Emmanuel Cau, CFA
+44 (0)20 3134 0475
emmanuel.cau@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

MF and Retail less bullish, while systematics have re-grossed. MF inflows have slowed in Q3 and
long-only equity beta is below average. Retail investors’ sentiment has slid noticeably, though they
remain active dip buyers. With equities the only asset class offering positive real yield, ‘TINA’
continues to prevail, while investors have cash available to deploy when opportunities arise, and are
well hedged too. Quarter-end may add to near-term market wobble, but PF rebalancing should be
minimal given meagre equity outperformance in Q3. A bigger risk for equities would come from
de-grossing by systematic strategies if volatility keeps rising, as their exposure is high.

Matthew Joyce, CFA
+44 (0)20 3134 0964
matthew.joyce@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

Higher inflation, more hawkish central banks, yet duration still crowded. Markets have been
buying into a transitory narrative for a while: TIPS inflows have slowed, long-dated bonds are well
bid and oil positions have declined. Regional equity flows are tilted to the US while the more
cyclical/Value Europe, Japan and EM are far less popular. Amid stagflation worries, sentiment on
the UK is poor, with big outflows from FTSE250 ETFs, but GBP shorts have closed. While Fed
tapering has been well telegraphed, more central banks are turning hawkish (BOE, Norges) and
real rates are rising. Excess liquidity won’t dry up quickly and earnings give equities a hedge, but the
shift towards tighter policy may already be bringing higher volatility and new market leadership.

Sven Merkt, CFA
+44 (0)20 3134 1254
sven.merkt@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

Restricted - Internal

What is the market missing on Neste? We think too much emphasis is placed on declining
credit prices in the US with not enough attention given to Europe, which accounts for the
majority of sales and where prices are rising. The risks of an oversupply are overstated in our
view and, although 2022 consensus estimates still need to come down, the equity story goes
beyond one year and we think the market should now be focussing on 2023 with the start-up of
the Singapore Sustainable Aviation Fuel (SAF) facility.

Recoding for ESG

FOCUS
NESTE.HE/NESTE FH

Restricted - Internal

Neste’s shares have underperformed the market by 34% YTD
and in our view offer an attractive entry point. We see positive
risk-reward going into 3Q results, while a refinery restructuring
could pave the way for greater ESG investment. Our long-term
thesis on 2G biofuels remains intact and we reiterate our OW
rating.

Source: Bloomberg, Barclays Research

Investment Sciences
Chris Stevens
+44 (0)20 3555 1239
chris.r.stevens@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

This research report has been prepared in whole or in part by equity research analysts based
outside the US who are not registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA.
PLEASE SEE ANALYST CERTIFICATION(S) AND IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES BEGINNING ON PAGE 32.
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Senior analysts in Europe

cover
*

*

senior analysts include all analysts with coverage responsibility

2021

2023

2024

-0.44A

-0.24A

0.38E

0.72E

0.75E

-0.44A

-0.44E

0.37E

2022

0.72E

N/A

Consensus EPS

-0.43A

-0.38E

0.44E

0.83E

N/A

N/A

N/A

42.6

22.5

21.6

Unchanged
Unchanged
Price (10-Nov-2021)
Potential
Upside/Downside
Tickers

GBP 16.15
+35.0%
SMWH LN /
SMWH.L

Market Cap (GBP mn)
Shares Outstanding (mn)
Free Float (%)
52 Wk Avg Daily Volume (mn)
Dividend Yield (%)
Return on Equity TTM (%)
Current BVPS (GBP)

2114
130.91
99.64
0.4
N/A
-121.59
1.31

Source: Bloomberg

Price Performance
52 Week range

Exchange-LSE
GBP 20.64-13.11

Source: IDC; Link to Barclays Live for interactive charting
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Richard Taylor
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Focused on long-term
disruptive trends

Market-leading coverage
spanning 238 UK stocks

1,737

LatAm:
58 (3.3%)

stocks

650+ pan

Canada:
64 (3.7%)

Continental Europe:
414 (23.8%)

UK:
238 (13.8%)

Equity Sectors Under Coverage

EQUITY RESEARCH

GBP 21.80

Price Target

European stocks
under coverage
with a core
strength in the UK

US: 963 (55.4%)

Basic Industries

Healthcare

Retail

Consumer

Industrials

Technology

Energy

Internet & Media

Telecommunications

Financial Services

Power & Utilities

Investment Strategy
& Macro
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Barclays Capital Inc. and/or one of its affiliates does and seeks to do business with
companies covered in its research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the
firm may have a conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report. Investors
should consider this report as only a single factor in making their investment decision.

** This author is a member of the Fixed Income, Currencies and Commodities Research
department and is not an equity or debt research analyst.
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EPS
Previous EPS

Source: Barclays Research.
Consensus numbers are from Bloomberg received on 10-Nov-2021; 13:50 GMT

This is a Special Report that is not an equity or a debt research report under U.S. FINRA Rules 22412242.

In-depth strategy and
derivatives research

Companies Under Coverage (as of 3 December 2021)
Senior analysts* in the Americas

No change to overall outlook, we raise PBT by c3% in FY22E, reiterate OW: We make
very modest changes to our FY22 forecasts, with EBIT+2%, and PBT +3% to £68m vs
company consensus c£70m. We make no changes to overall FY23 PBT. In both years, we
upgrade UK Travel and slightly lower UK High Street and International EBIT. Reiterate OW
rating, and our PT of £21.80, based on a sum of the parts, is unchanged.

P/E

This research report has been prepared in whole or in part by equity research analysts based
outside the US who are not registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA.

This research report has been prepared in whole or in part by equity research analysts based
outside the US who are not registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA.

50

Contract wins encouraging, Funkypigeon profit expected to decline in FY22. There is
further good news on contract wins for InMotion, with the remaining 8 sites from the
Dixons UK Travel estate added to the contract wins, including London Gatwick. This takes
the total Dixons sites won to all 30. 22 site wins had been previously announced.
Management estimate these sites could generate revenue of £80m (fully recovered),
which at a 10% margin (similar to InMotion pre-Covid) implies £8m of EBIT. Funkypigeon
generated £14m of EBITDA in FY21 (26% EBITDA margin). The company expects lower
sales and EBITDA in FY22 from Funkypigeon, as lockdown trading is lapped, but see the
potential to ‘significantly grow sales and profits’ in the medium term.

SMWH.L: Financial and Valuation Metrics EPS GBP

Source: Bloomberg, Barclays Research

PLEASE SEE ANALYST CERTIFICATION(S) AND IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES BEGINNING ON PAGE 82.

A fresh perspective on
today’s global sectors

Anushka Challawala
+44 (0)20 3134 2326
anushka.challawala@barclays.com
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Laia Marin i Sola
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Single stock research
on 1,737 companies

Clearer evidence of recovery in recent months, October revenue at 84% of 2019: FY21
results came in slightly better than our forecasts, with a Loss Before Tax of £55m vs
Barclays LBT £59m, BBG consensus LBT £61m. Net Debt of £291m was also better than
we forecast (£325m), but the focus is clearly on the outlook. The recovery appears to be
taking shape, with total Travel revenue in October at 84% of 2019 levels, a significant
improvement from 64% of 2019 announced in the pre-close for the last 8 weeks of FY21.
Within UK Travel for October, Air was 59% of 2019 (vs 30% in pre-close), Hospitals 92%,
and Rail 74% (71% overall), again a material improvement from 48% in the last 8 weeks
of FY21. Notably, UK Air improved to 70% during October half term. The only slowdown
since the pre-close is in the US, where revenue is now 90% of 2019, albeit this is down
only slightly from 93% in the last 8 weeks of FY21, reflecting weaker Las Vegas traffic.

Hiral Patel
+44 (0)20 3134 1618
hiral.patel@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

Arihanth Bohra Jain
+91 (0)22 6175 1406
arihanth.bohrajain@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

Unchanged

FY21 results: recovery taking shape
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WH Smith
FOCUS

As momentum in biodiversity policy grows, investors will need
to be more proactive to close gaps between the current status
quo and the investment landscape of the future, in which
investors could be penalised for holding assets with high
biodiversity risk.

FY Aug

UK Mid & Small Cap Leisure/Consumer
James Zaremba
+44 (0)20 7773 6123
james.zaremba@barclays.com
Barclays, UK

OVERWEIGHT

Stock Rating

Biodiversity: Investor guide to
portfolio integration

FIGURE 2
Long-duration sectors still well owned

Please see analyst certifications and important disclosures beginning on page 16 .
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Value rotation is the pain trade. Cyclical positions have been cut to neutral and reflationary sectors
are UW, more than implied by current yields level. With leadership turning more defensive during
summer, performance of active managers had generally improved, while Quality/Tech/Growth
ETFs had big inflows. The latest sharp rotation is thus painful for many. We think it could have legs,
and reiterate our caution on long-duration plays (Tech, defensive growth) and our preference for
Value (Banks, Energy). With PMIs past the peak and China still tricky, we are selective on Cyclicals.
We prefer Discretionary and reopening plays (BCEUVACC) to Materials and Industrials.
FIGURE 1
Systematic longs at risk, if vol spikes
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“Lev Dynkin and his team continue to spoil us; this book is yet another example of intuitive, insightful, and
pertinent research, which builds on the team’s previous research. As such, the relationship with this team is one
of the best lifetime learning experiences I have had.”
—Eduard van Gelderen, Chief Investment Officer, Public Sector Pension Investment Board, Canada
“The rise of a systematic approach in credit is a logical extension of the market’s evolution and long overdue.
Barclays QPS team does a great job of presenting its latest research in a practical manner.”
—David Horowitz, Chief Executive Officer and Chief Investment Officer, Agilon Capital, USA
“Systematization reduces human biases and wasteful reinventing of past solutions. It improves the chances of
investing success. This book, by a team of experts, shows you the way. You will gain insights into the advanced
methodologies of combining fundamental and market data. I recommend this book for all credit investors.”
—Lim Chow Kiat, Chief Executive Officer, GIC Asset Management, Singapore
“For nearly two decades, QPS conducted extensive and sound research to help investors meet industry challenges.
The proprietary research in this volume gives a global overview of cutting-edge developments in alpha generation
for credit investors, from signal extraction and ESG considerations to portfolio implementation. The book blazes a
trail for enhanced risk adjusted returns by exploring the cross-asset relation between stocks and bonds and adding
relevant information for credit portfolio construction. Our core belief at Ostrum AM, is that a robust quantamental
approach, yields superior investment outcomes. Indeed, this book is a valuable read for the savvy investor.”
—Ibrahima Kobar, CFA, Global Chief Investment Officer, Ostrum AM, France
“This book offers a highly engaging account of the current work by the Barclays QPS Group. It is a fascinating mix
of original ideas, rigorous analytical techniques, and fundamental insights informed by a long history of frontline
work in this area. This is a must-read from the long-time leaders in the field.”
—Professor Leonid Kogan, Nippon Telephone and Telegraph Professor of Management and Finance, MIT
“This book provides corporate bond portfolio managers with an abundance of relevant, comprehensive, data-driven
research for the implementation of superior investment performance strategies.”
—Professor Stanley J. Kon, Editor, Journal of Fixed income
“This book is a treasure trove for both pension investors and trustees seeking to improve performance through
credit. It provides a wealth of empirical evidence to guide long-term allocation to credit, optimize portfolio
construction and harvest returns from systematic credit factors. By extending their research to ESG ratings, the
authors also provide timely insights in the expanding field of sustainable finance.”
—Eloy Lindeijer, former Chief of Investment Management, PGGM, Netherlands
“Over more than a decade, Lev Dynkin and his QPS team has provided me and APG with numerous innovative
insights in credit markets. Their work gave us valuable quantitative substantiation of some of our investment beliefs.
This book covers new and under-researched areas of our markets, like ESG and factor investing, next to the rigorous
and practical work akin to the earlier work of the group. I’d say read this book—and learn from one of the best.”
—Herman Slooijer, Managing Director, Head of Fixed Income, APG Asset Management, Netherlands
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